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Individual Demand



Individual demand is downward-sloping

Substitution effect: as PX falls, X looks better

relative to Y

Income effect: as PX falls, have more money to

spend on X (perhaps small: X is not a large % of

total consumption)

Emphasis on:

• Elasticity to identify slope of demand curve

• Extent to which demand curve shifts in or out



Network Externalities



What shifts the demand curve?

Network externality is when my demand depends

on your demand

• Bandwagon effect: My demand depends

positively on your demand

• Snob effect: My demand depends negatively on

your demand

These effects make the demand curve unstable



Bandwagon positive externality



Snob negative externality



Two-sided Markets



Platforms are everywhere
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Platforms are everywhere



What are platforms?

Platforms bring suppliers together with demanders

American Express: vendors with borrowers

Twitter: pundits with jokesters

Facebook: advertisers with people who want to tell

you about their cute pets

Instagram: advertisers with people who think their

food is photogenic

Playstation: coders with the leisured classes



Pricing Platforms



Taxi platform for riders

Cost of taking taxi: P+CW

P is taxi charge

CW is waiting around cost

If P + CW > Value of ride =⇒ do not take taxi

If P + CW < Value of ride =⇒ take taxi

In Queens in 2008, CW ≈ ∞ = Q64



Uber enters the market

• Charges riders fees for App Fuber
• Reduces wait time to (1− β)%

More likely to ride if:

P + (1− β)CW + Fuber < P + CW

(1− β)CW + Fuber < CW

Fuber < CW − (1− β)CW

Fuber < βCW

βCW > Fuber



Uber calculus: riders

More likely to ride if: βCW > Fuber

• CW is large

• β is large

• Fuber is small

For riders, Fuber = 0 and β ≈ 90%

Uber really increases ridership (15m rides per day)



Taxi platform for drivers

Revenue of driving taxi = P − CD

P is fee to rider

CD is driving around cost

If P − CD > Other costs =⇒ Drive taxi

If P − CD < Other costs =⇒ Do not drive taxi

In Queens in 2008, CD ≈ ∞



Uber enters the market

• Charges tax on drivers Tuber

• Reduces driving around time to (1-γ)%

More likely to drive if:

P − (1− γ)CD − Tuber < P − CD

γCD > Tuber



Uber calculus: drivers

More likely to drive if: γCD > Tuber

• CD is large

• γ is large

• Tuber is small

For drivers, Tuber > $0 and γ ≈ 50%

Uber really increases drivership (15m rides per day)



How does Uber set prices?

Uber must set Fuber and Tuber and P simultaneously

If fee Fuber is too high, no riders

If tax Tuber is too high, no drivers

Why is Tuber > Fuber?

Why is Fuber = 0?



Make inelastic side pay more

Drivers are inelastic: own car

If Tuber ↑ =⇒ some fewer drivers, CW ↑ a bit

Riders are elastic: can use other transports

If Fuber ↑ =⇒ a lot fewer riders, CD ↑ a lot

Tuber > Fuber

But why is Fuber = 0?



Any Questions?
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